Republic Bank Selects SS&C's Zoologic Learning Solutions
Leading Caribbean Bank Offers Zoologic Web-based Courses
WINDSOR, CT - April 30, 2008 - SS&C Technologies, Inc. (www.ssctech.com), a global provider of financial services software and software
enabled services, today announced that Republic Bank Limited (www.republictt.com) has selected SS&C's Zoologic Learning Solutions as its
web-based course content provider.
Head-quartered in Trinidad and Tobago, Republic Bank has launched an on-line training facility and will offer a variety of Zoologic courses in
derivatives, fixed income, trade finance, foreign exchange, credit, accounting, corporate finance, and management and leadership for their
staff. The Zoologic courses will be deployed to Republic Bank's Commercial/Retail Bank, Treasury/Foreign Exchange, Corporate Bank,
Republic Finance and Merchant Bank, and Risk Management lines of business.
"We are very proud to offer the Zoologic courses throughout the organization," said Anna-Maria Garcia-Brooks, General Manager, Group
Marketing and Communication of Republic Bank. "This is a significant investment in the human capital of Republic Bank and ultimately the
bank itself. In today's highly competitive market space, providing employees with the right tools and keeping them fully up to date on the
latest strategies and trends is the key to meeting and surpassing customer needs and expectation, and staying competitive".
"Our relationship with Republic Bank signifies the ongoing strategy to build Zoologic's presence in the global financial markets," said Bill
Stone, Chairman and CEO, SS&C Technologies, Inc. "Both domestic and global financial institutions have experienced improvements in the
quality of knowledge in their staff as a result of utilizing Zoologic courses."
About SS&C Technologies
SS&C delivers investment and financial management software and related services focused exclusively on the financial services industry. By
leveraging expertise in common investment business functions, SS&C cost-effectively serves clients in the different industry segments,
including: 1) insurance entities and pension funds, 2) institutional asset management, 3) hedge funds and family offices, 4) financial
institutions, 5) municipal finance, 6) real estate property management, 7) commercial lending and 8) corporate treasury. Additional
information is available at www.ssctech.com.

